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Their hatred for the Jews , antisemitism has spread even to 

Mauritius with threats of Gas Chambers towards an educator 

supporter of the Jews ; persecuted, discriminated, persistent rage, 

violence, dirt, rocks thrown on property , threats of Arson in 

region of Dodos Sodnac. The story of the Holocaust and my 

brothers the Jews from the perspective of a Hindu Babuji 

1
Yudhistir S.M.F. Jugessur, Researcher 

 

ABSTRACT: Being a Hindu Babuji , Mauritian and as a supporter of the Jews and my brothers of Israel, I felt 

a need to put pen to paper to explain to the world the persecution that I am subjected to,  even in my home 

country of Mauritius and region of residence Sodnac Dodos from neighborhoods, locals and society. The paper 

examines the hate, antisemitism directed towards the Jews and Israel and the rage against supporters of the 

Jews , like I am victim in my region of residence such as threats of Gas chambers, persecution, discrimination, 

persistent rage, violence, dirt and rocks thrown on my property and threats of deliberate Arson. Pressing 

charges against them did not calm their violence, hate and threats. Reminding them that the atrocities done to 

the Jews will not remain unpunished also did not calm their anger. I intend to alert the world through this 

paper. This is how the Jews and their people were treated in times of Holocaust. A time that my persecutors 

brag and remember as trophies. The Holocaust specifically refers to the systematic, state-sponsored persecution 

and murder of six million Jews. However, there were also millions of other victims of persecution and murder. 

When time of justice will come against oppressors of the Jews, I want to be named among those who sided with 

the Jews and who was similarly hated, harmed, harassed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the documents of the paper was obtained from the Holocaust Memorial USA, 2024 web page 

and little alterations have been made due to the sensitivity of the topic. In no way I have tried to usurp myself as 

a Jews. I have described myself as a Hindu Babuji, supporting the Jews and victim of the same hatred as my 

brothers the Jews and Israel are victim. When time of justice will come against oppressors of the Jews, I want to 

be named among those who sided with the Jews and who was similarly hated, harmed, harassed. The word 

antisemitism means prejudice against or hatred of Jews. The Holocaust, the state-sponsored persecution and 

murder of European Jews by Nazi Germany and its collaborators between 1933 and 1945, is history’s most 

extreme example of antisemitism. In 1879, German journalist Wilhelm Marr originated the term antisemitism, 

denoting the hatred of Jews, and also hatred of various liberal, cosmopolitan, and international political trends of 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries often associated with Jews. The trends under attack included equal civil 

rights, constitutional democracy, free trade, socialism, finance capitalism, and pacifism. The specific hatred of 

Jews, however, preceded the modern era and the coining of the term antisemitism. Among the most common 

manifestations of antisemitism throughout history were pogroms, violent riots launched against Jews and 

frequently encouraged by government authorities. Pogroms were often incited by blood libels—false rumors 

that Jews used the blood of Christian children for ritual purposes. In the modern era, antisemites added a 

political dimension to their ideology of hatred. In the last third of the nineteenth century, antisemitic political 

parties were formed in Germany, France, and Austria. Publications such as the Protocols of the Elders of Zion 

generated or provided support for fraudulent theories of an international Jewish conspiracy. A potent component 

of political antisemitism was nationalism, whose adherents often falsely denounced Jews as disloyal 

citizens.The nineteenth century xenophobic "voelkisch movement" (folk or people’s movement)—made up of 

German philosophers, scholars, and artists who viewed the Jewish spirit as alien to Germandom—shaped a 

notion of the Jew as "non-German." Theorists of racial anthropology provided pseudoscientific backing for this 

idea. The Nazi Party, founded in 1919 and led by Adolf Hitler, gave political expression to theories of racism. In 
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part, the Nazi Party gained popularity by disseminating anti-Jewish propaganda. Millions bought Hitler's book 

Mein Kampf (My Struggle), which called for the removal of Jews from Germany. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Holocaust specifically refers to the systematic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of six 

million Jews. However, there were also millions of other victims of Nazi persecution and murder. In the 1930s, 

the regime targeted a variety of alleged domestic enemies within German society. As the Nazis extended their 

reach during World War II, millions of other Europeans were also subjected to Nazi brutality. The Nazis 

classified Jews as the priority “enemy.” However, they also targeted other groups as threats to the health, unity, 

and security of the German people. The first group targeted by the Nazi regime consisted of political opponents. 

These included officials and members of other political parties and trade union activists. Political opponents also 

included people simply suspected of opposing or criticizing the Nazi regime. Political enemies were the first to 

be incarcerated in Nazi concentration camps. Jehovah’s Witnesses were also incarcerated in prisons and 

concentration camps. They were arrested because they refused to swear loyalty to the government or serve in the 

German military. The Nazi regime also targeted Germans whose activities were deemed harmful to German 

society. These included men accused of homosexuality, persons accused of being professional or habitual 

criminals, and so-called asocials (such as people identified as vagabonds, beggars, prostitutes, pimps, and 

alcoholics). Tens of thousands of these victims were incarcerated in prisons and concentration camps. The 

regime also forcibly sterilized and persecuted Afro-Germans. People with disabilities were also victimized by 

the Nazi regime. Before World War II, Germans considered to have supposedly unhealthy hereditary conditions 

were forcibly sterilized. Once the war began, Nazi policy radicalized. People with disabilities, especially those 

living in institutions, were considered both a genetic and a financial burden on Germany. These people were 

targeted for murder in the so-called Euthanasia Program. 

The Nazi regime employed extreme measures against groups considered to be racial, civilizational, or 

ideological enemies. This included Roma (Gypsies), Poles (especially the Polish intelligentsia and elites), Soviet 

officials, and Soviet prisoners of war. The Nazis perpetrated mass murder against these groups.The Holocaust 

(1933–1945) was the systematic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of six million European Jews by the 

Nazi German regime and its allies and collaborators.1 The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum defines 

the years of the Holocaust as 1933–1945. The Holocaust era began in January 1933 when Adolf Hitler and the 

Nazi Party came to power in Germany. It ended in May 1945, when the Allied Powers defeated Nazi Germany 

in World War II. The Holocaust is also sometimes referred to as “the Shoah,” the Hebrew word for 

“catastrophe.” When they came to power in Germany, the Nazis did not immediately start to carry out mass 

murder. However, they quickly began using the government to target and exclude Jews from German society. 

Among other antisemitic measures, the Nazi German regime enacted discriminatory laws and organized 

violence targeting Germany’s Jews. The Nazi persecution of Jews became increasingly radical between 1933 

and 1945. This radicalization culminated in a plan that Nazi leaders referred to as the “Final Solution to the 

Jewish Question.” The “Final Solution” was the organized and systematic mass murder of European Jews. The 

Nazi German regime implemented this genocide between 1941 and 1945.The Nazis targeted Jews because the 

Nazis were radically antisemitic. This means that they were prejudiced against and hated Jews. In fact, 

antisemitism was a basic tenet of their ideology and at the foundation of their worldview. The Nazis falsely 

accused Jews of causing Germany’s social, economic, political, and cultural problems. In particular, they 

blamed them for Germany’s defeat in World War I (1914–1918). Some Germans were receptive to these Nazi 

claims. Anger over the loss of the war and the economic and political crises that followed contributed to 

increasing antisemitism in German society. The instability of Germany under the Weimar Republic (1918–

1933), the fear of communism, and the economic shocks of the Great Depression also made many Germans 

more open to Nazi ideas, including antisemitism. However, the Nazis did not invent antisemitism. Antisemitism 

is an old and widespread prejudice that has taken many forms throughout history. In Europe, it dates back to 

ancient times. In the Middle Ages (500–1400), prejudices against Jews were primarily based in early Christian 

belief and thought, particularly the myth that Jews were responsible for the death of Jesus. Suspicion and 

discrimination rooted in religious prejudices continued in early modern Europe (1400–1800). At that time, 

leaders in much of Christian Europe isolated Jews from most aspects of economic, social, and political life. This 

exclusion contributed to stereotypes of Jews as outsiders. As Europe became more secular, many places lifted 

most legal restrictions on Jews. This, however, did not mean the end of antisemitism. In addition to religious 

antisemitism, other types of antisemitism took hold in Europe in the 18th and 19th centuries. These new forms 

included economic, nationalist, and racial antisemitism. In the 19th century, antisemites falsely claimed that 

Jews were responsible for many social and political ills in modern, industrial society. Theories of race, eugenics, 

and Social Darwinism falsely justified these hatreds. Nazi prejudice against Jews drew upon all of these 

elements, but especially racial antisemitism. Racial antisemitism is the discriminatory idea that Jews are a 

separate and inferior race. The Nazi Party promoted a particularly virulent form of racial antisemitism. It was 
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central to the party’s race-based worldview. The Nazis believed that the world was divided into distinct races 

and that some of these races were superior to others. They considered Germans to be members of the supposedly 

superior “Aryan” race. They asserted that “Aryans” were locked in a struggle for existence with other, inferior 

races. Further, the Nazis believed that the so-called “Jewish race” was the most inferior and dangerous of all. 

According to the Nazis, Jews were a threat that needed to be removed from German society. Otherwise, the 

Nazis insisted, the “Jewish race” would permanently corrupt and destroy the German people. The Nazis’ race-

based definition of Jews included many persons who identified as Christians or did not practice Judaism. The 

Holocaust was a Nazi German initiative that took place throughout German- and Axis-controlled Europe. It 

affected nearly all of Europe’s Jewish population, which in 1933 numbered 9 million people. The Holocaust 

began in Germany after Adolf Hitler was appointed chancellor in January 1933. Almost immediately, the Nazi 

German regime (which called itself the Third Reich) excluded Jews from German economic, political, social, 

and cultural life. Throughout the 1930s, the regime increasingly pressured Jews to emigrate. But the Nazi 

persecution of Jews spread beyond Germany. Throughout the 1930s, Nazi Germany pursued an aggressive 

foreign policy. This culminated in World War II, which began in Europe in 1939. Prewar and wartime territorial 

expansion eventually brought millions more Jewish people under German control. Nazi Germany’s territorial 

expansion began in 1938–1939. During this time, Germany annexed neighboring Austria and the Sudetenland 

View This Term in the Glossary and occupied the Czech lands. On September 1, 1939, Nazi Germany began 

World War II (1939–1945) by attacking Poland. Over the next two years, Germany invaded and occupied much 

of Europe, including western parts of the Soviet Union. Nazi Germany further extended its control by forming 

alliances with the governments of Italy, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria. It also created puppet states in 

Slovakia and Croatia. Together these countries made up the European members of the Axis alliance, which also 

included Japan. By 1942—as a result of annexations, invasions, occupations, and alliances—Nazi Germany 

controlled most of Europe and parts of North Africa. Nazi control brought harsh policies and ultimately mass 

murder to Jewish civilians across Europe. Between 1933 and 1945, Nazi Germany and its allies and 

collaborators implemented a wide range of anti-Jewish policies and measures. These policies varied from place 

to place. Thus, not all Jews experienced the Holocaust in the same way. But in all instances, millions of people 

were persecuted simply because they were identified as Jewish. The Nazis and their allies and collaborators 

murdered six million Jews.  

 

III. FINDINGS 

Throughout German-controlled and aligned territories, the persecution of Jews took a variety of forms: 

Legal discrimination in the form of antisemitic laws. These included the Nuremberg Race Laws and numerous 

other discriminatory laws.Various forms of public identification and exclusion. These included antisemitic 

propaganda, boycotts of Jewish-owned businesses, public humiliation, and obligatory markings (such as the 

Jewish star badge worn as an armband or on clothing). Organized violence. The most notable example is 

Kristallnacht. There were also isolated incidents and other pogroms (violent riots).Physical Displacement. 

Perpetrators used forced emigration, resettlement, View This Term in the Glossary expulsion, deportation, and 

ghettoization to physically displace Jewish individuals and communities. Internment. Perpetrators interned Jews 

in overcrowded ghettos, concentration camps, and forced-labor camps, where many died from starvation, 

disease, and other inhumane conditions. Widespread theft and plunder. The confiscation of Jews’ property, 

personal belongings, and valuables was a key part of the Holocaust. Forced labor. Jews had to perform forced 

labor in service of the Axis war effort or for the enrichment of Nazi organizations, the military, and/or private 

businesses. Many Jews died as a result of these policies. But before 1941, the systematic mass murder of all 

Jews was not Nazi policy. Beginning in 1941, however, Nazi leaders decided to implement the mass murder of 

Europe’s Jews. They referred to this plan as the “Final Solution to the Jewish Question.” The Nazi “Final 

Solution to the Jewish Question” (“Endlösung der Judenfrage”) was the deliberate and systematic mass murder 

of European Jews. It was the last stage of the Holocaust and took place from 1941 to 1945. Though many Jews 

were killed before the "Final Solution" View This Term in the Glossary began, the vast majority of Jewish 

victims were murdered during this period.As part of the “Final Solution,” Nazi Germany committed mass 

murder on an unprecedented scale. There were two main methods of killing. One method was mass shooting. 

German units carried out mass shootings on the outskirts of villages, towns, and cities throughout eastern 

Europe. The other method was asphyxiation with poison gas. Gassing operations were conducted at killing 

centers and with mobile gas vans. The Nazi German regime perpetrated mass shootings of civilians on a scale 

never seen before. After Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941, German units began to carry out mass 

shootings of local Jews. At first, these units targeted Jewish men of military age. But by August 1941, they had 

started massacring entire Jewish communities. These massacres were often conducted in broad daylight and in 

full view and earshot of local residents. Mass shooting operations took place in more than 1,500 cities, towns, 

and villages across eastern Europe. German units tasked with murdering the local Jewish population moved 

throughout the region committing horrific massacres. Typically, these units would enter a town and round up the 
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Jewish civilians. They would then take the Jewish residents to the outskirts of the town. Next, they would force 

them to dig a mass grave or take them to mass graves prepared in advance. Finally, German forces and/or local 

auxiliary units would shoot all of the men, women, and children into these pits. Sometimes, these massacres 

involved the use of specially designed mobile gas vans. Perpetrators would use these vans to suffocate victims 

with carbon monoxide exhaust.Germans also carried out mass shootings at killing sites in occupied eastern 

Europe. Typically these were located near large cities. These sites included Fort IX in Kovno (Kaunas), the 

Rumbula and Bikernieki Forests in Riga, and Maly Trostenets near Minsk. At these killing sites, Germans and 

local collaborators murdered tens of thousands of Jews from the Kovno, Riga, and Minsk ghettos. They also 

shot tens of thousands of German, Austrian, and Czech Jews at these killing sites. At Maly Trostenets, 

thousands of victims were also murdered in gas vans.The German units that perpetrated the mass shootings in 

eastern Europe included Einsatzgruppen (special task forces of the SS and police), Order Police battalions, and 

Waffen-SS units. The German military (Wehrmacht) provided logistical support and manpower. Some 

Wehrmacht units also carried out massacres. In many places, local auxiliary units working with the SS and 

police participated in the mass shootings. These auxiliary units were made up of local civilian, military, and 

police officials.As many as 2 million Jews were murdered in mass shootings or gas vans in territories seized 

from Soviet forces. In late 1941, the Nazi regime began building specially designed, stationary killing centers in 

German-occupied Poland. In English, killing centers are sometimes called “extermination camps” or “death 

camps.” Nazi Germany operated five killing centers: Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, and Auschwitz-

Birkenau. They built these killing centers for the sole purpose of efficiently murdering Jews on a mass scale. 

The primary means of murder at the killing centers was poisonous gas released into sealed gas chambers or 

vans. German authorities, with the help of their allies and collaborators, transported Jews from across Europe to 

these killing centers. They disguised their intentions by calling the transports to the killing centers “resettlement 

actions” or “evacuation transports.” In English, they are often referred to as “deportations.” Most of these 

deportations took place by train. In order to efficiently transport Jews to the killing centers, German authorities 

used the extensive European railroad system, as well as other means of transportation. In many cases the railcars 

on the trains were freight cars; in other instances they were passenger cars. The conditions on deportation 

transports were horrific. German and collaborating local authorities forced Jews of all ages into overcrowded 

railcars. They often had to stand, sometimes for days, until the train reached its destination. The perpetrators 

deprived them of food, water, bathrooms, heat, and medical care. Jews frequently died en route from the 

inhumane conditions.The vast majority of Jews deported to killing centers were gassed almost immediately after 

their arrival. Some Jews whom German officials believed to be healthy and strong enough were selected for 

forced labor. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Being a Hindu Babuji, my ancestors had always gone to war for the right causes and today I still 

believe the right cause is siding with the Jews. In my country of residence, Mauritius, Sodnac Dodos, I am being 

persecuted and victim of all sort of hatred, anger, provocation, vendetta, threats of Gas chambers and threats of 

Arson. Pressing charges against those evil did not calm their hate, and rage.  
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